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The anonymous questionnaire of the inhabitants living in various regions of
Belarus and having different age and level of education has been done. The poll has been
carried out aiming at definition of a general radiation erudition, as well as revealing the
knowledge of the population about the effect of power stations (nuclear and thermal) on
the environment and the health of a human being. The analysis of answers shows that
people have a rather vague idea in the sphere considered. The analysis of the
questionnaires shows that women are informed worse than men about the problems on
radiation subjects. The investigation carried out has shown what problems on nuclear
power (and radiation safety) should be given the more serious consideration when
working with population, especially with women's audience, in order to raise the level of
accepting nuclear power as the necessary source of energy.

The questionnaires on public opinion having been conducting before have revealed a
great anxiety of the inhabitants of the Republic, especially women, by radiation consequences
of the Chernobyl NPP accident. The deficiency of special knowledge does not give the
possibility to the majority of people to pattern their behaviour in a correct way on radiation
problems and to estimate faithfully the rate of a possible damage to the health of a human being
from the effect of different sources of radiation, including energy objects as well. The situation
becomes complicated because of a great amount of contradictory information supplied by mass
media. Problems on energy police and reliable energy supply of the Republic are closely
interwoven with insufficient information for population about an actual effect of different types
of energy generating sources, for example, thermal sources (thermal power plants - TPP) and
nuclear ones (nuclear power plants - NPP) on the environment. Unreasoned decisions in this
field which have not been given with serious information and educational confirmation can give
rise to their non-acceptance and create a psychological tension in the society. For increasing
the efficiency of elucidative activity among public on radiation and energetic problems it is
necessary to reveal the available gaps and the more narrow places in a general radiation
erudition of the population. The information obtained will help to arrange accents correctly
when enlightening a number of problems and when preparing information materials which
truly and objectively show the situation in the regions contaminated with radiation and in
power as well.

The anonymous questionnaire of the inhabitants of Belarus living in various regions of
the Republic including the regions the more contaminated with radiation, such as Gomel,
Vitebsk and Brest has been carried out aiming at revealing the erudition of the population
about radiation and the effect of TPP and NPP on the environment and the health of a human
being. People of different age from 18 to 70 having different level of education and
professional qualification including medical personnel have answered the questions of the
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questionnaire. Though the poll conducted cannot be considered representative because only
112 persons were asked including 78 women (70%) and 34 men (30%), but it clearly revealed
the available drawbacks and gaps in educational and elucidative work with population.

The questionnaire contained 10 questions which could be divided into two groups as
to their content. The first group is the questions determining the inquiry of respondents on
ways of radioactive substances intake into the organism of a human being and the main sources
of formation of the radiation background. The second group is the questions connected with
the contamination of the environment with thermal and nuclear power plants, as well as with
disposal of radioactive waste.

The analysis of answers shows that the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants has a
rather vague idea in the sphere considered, and they often possess untrue and contradictory
knowledge. Women are informed worse than men about the problems on radiation subjects.
So, answering the question «What are the main sources of natural radiation background?)) 70%
of respondents (women more than 80%) think that it is radioactive irradiation from the
Chernobyl NPP. Such answer evidences not only about the absence of knowledge, but also
about a psychological aim to exaggerating the danger which can give the nuclear power plant
and what is one of serious and long-duration consequences of the Chernobyl NPP accident [1].

Answers of all respondents (women's answers)

The Sun

59%
(62%)

Space
rays

41%
(37%)

Radiation
after the
Chernobyl

70%
(82%)

Gas radon
ground
construction
materials

41%
(27%)

from
and

Wliat are the main sources
of the radiation
background?

Insufficient level of special knowledge is revealed in the fact that 59% respondents
(women 62%) relate the sun to the main sources of penetrating (ionizing) radiation. Less than
the half of the persons answering the questions (women only 27%) knows about a sufficient
contribution of gas radon in the formation of natural radiation background to a considerable
extent and is released from the ground, rocks and all construction materials.

Responses on questions associated with the power showed a low information level of
the population about the ecological advantages and drawbacks of thermal and nuclear power
plants. As it was supposed, the majority of the persons interrogated (about 80%) does not
know about the most important ecological merits of nuclear power, such as the absence of
releases of CO2 (carbon dioxide) and preservation of oxygen in the atmosphere, what is
probably one of the reasons of negative attitude to NPP.

A striking evidence of the lack of basic knowledge on principles of energy generation at
nuclear facilities in the major part of the population is the answers of respondents on the
following question: "Do nuclear power plants produce CO2 releases and other oxides into the
atmosphere being under operation?"
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Answers (women's answers)

Do nuclear power plants produce
CO2 releases and other oxides into
the environment?

Yes

30%
(54%)

3 1 %
(57%)

No

33%
(12%)

35%
(12%)

Do not ki

37%
(36%)

34%
(30%)

Is oxygen burnt up when nuclear
power plants are under operation?

The majority of women (54%) gave the answer «yes», 36% «do not know» and only
12% of women gave a correct answer «no». Though the women having a high education are
informed about nuclear and radiation problems better to some extent, but nevertheless the half
of them is also sure in air pollution with carbon dioxide from the operating NPP. The more
correct information of «the strong sex» is seen in answers of the male part of the population.
Already 28% of the men correctly answered «no» though 33% of respondents-men think that
NPP as well as thermal power plants discharge carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, and 38%
acknowledge the fact that they are not acquainted with this problem. It is noteworthy that not
all the men having a high engineering education know about the absence of CO2 releases out
from NPP.

What concerns preservation of oxygen in the atmosphere when generating energy at
nuclear power plants, the results are the same. On the question of the questionnaire «Does a
nuclear power plant burn up oxygen being under operation?)) 31% of respondents (women
57%) answered «yes», 34% «do not know» and only 35% (women 12%) gave a correct
answer «no».

Insufficient erudition of the population about a harmful chemical and radiation effect of
thermal power plants (especially coal stations) on the environment explains the fact that about
the half of the respondents is sure that thermal power does not exert the radiation effect on the
environment, i.e. discharges and blades of TPP do not contain radioactive substances and do
not block soil an air with radionuclides.

Considering the results of the questionnaire one could come to the conclusion that one
of the reasons of distrust of the public to nuclear power is the absence of knowledge about the
conditions for radioactive waste storage in special constructions and, therefore, the population
is inclined to exaggerate the radiation danger of waste for the environment.

Answers of all respondents (women's answers)

What is the danger of
radioactive waste in ?

They can
explode
themselves

13%
(24%)

Being in special
storage facilities they
increase the radiation
background of the
locality

74%
(69%)

They can
be stolen

20%
(16%)

An atomic
bomb can
be made
from them

6%
(12%)
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So, 13% of the respondents (women 24%) think that nuclear waste are explosive themselves,
and 6% are sure that an atomic bomb can be made from them. People suppose that waste are
guarded non-reliably and 20% answered that «they can be stolen». These apprehensions and
anxiety are also connected with the fact that non-specialists know almost nothing about the
existing State and International Monitoring System for radiation sources and its efficiency.

Radiation has become a convenient reason for explanation of many negative
phenomena in the current life of Belarus. It is extremely significant that the overwhelming
majority of the respondents (90%), both men and women, consider that the increasing of
morbidity of population is connected with the Chernobyl NPP accident. It is noteworthy, that
the interrogated mid medicine personnel, as well as some part of doctors are of the same
opinion. It is surprisingly, that people do not attach paramount importance to such important
factors resulting in worsening the health, as decreasing of material well off in many families,
physical arid psychological overloads, unfavourable state of the environment.

The investigation carried out showed what aspects of radiation safety and nuclear
power should be put much more serious attention to when preparing various information
materials, as well as in practical work with population, especially with women's audience.
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